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Hello!

I support the City of Los Angeles taking a strong and enforceable stance against separation of immigrant families by the 
US Government.

Therefore, I support the resolution to sjpportthe Keep -amilies Together Act.

However, this is also just another instance of Councilmember Cedilfo's leading the fight to blame others for the horrific 
treatment of immigrants in Los Angeles — including the routine separation of parents from their children through 
detention and deportation right here in our neighborhoods.

What is happening on the border is atrocious and must be stopped.

The criminalization of people simply seeking a better life must be stopped.

The Los Angeles City Council has the power to stop this right here, right now, by passing LA Safe or a similarly strong 
ordinance that prevents LAPD from either intenFonally or unintentionally tunneling any human being into Trump's 
deportation macnine.

For well over a year now the City Council has abdicated its responsibility to protect ALL residents of Los Angeles in favor 
of empty resolutions and pursuit of lofty goals that cannot be implemented quickly. Councilmember Cedillo’s lip sendee on 
this issue is unconscionable. His advice to vote in a different Congress is on par with Kirstjen Nielsen s claims that the 
current situation is the fault of Democrats in Congress.

The City Council must use its considerable power at this particular moment in history to truly stand up for the families they 
represent, stop passing the buck and the blame to the federal government and pass an ordinance that will forever 
separate LAPD from federal immigration enforcement.

Thank you.

Deborah Falb 
323-219-2991
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I support the City of Los Angeles taking a strong and enforceaole stance against separation ot immigrant families by the US 
Government.
Giorgia Mannucci
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